Abstract. We present short proofs of Toruńczyk's well-known characterization theorems of the Hilbert cube and Hilbert space, respectively.
Introduction
All spaces under discussion are assumed to be separable and metrizable.
Recall that a compactum (complete space) Y is strongly universal if any map f : X −→ Y from a compactum (complete space) can be approximated arbitrarily closely by a (closed) embedding into Y . In the non-compact case the closeness is measured by open covers of Y . A compactum (complete space) is said to be a Hilbert type compactum (Hilbert type space) if it is strongly universal and an AR. Definition 1.1. We say that a Hilbert type compactum (space) H is a model space for Hilbert type compacta (Hilbert type spaces) if it has the following properties:
(i) (stability) H ≈ H × [0, 1]; (ii) (Z-set Unknotting Theorem) given an open cover U of H, an open subset Ω of H, homeomorphic Z-sets Z 1 and Z 2 of H contained in Ω and a homeomorphism φ : Z 1 −→ Z 2 homotopic to the identity map of Z 1 by a homotopy controlled by U and supported by Ω there exists a homeomorphism Φ : H −→ H such that Φ extends φ and Φ is controlled by U and supported by Ω.
Note that both the strong universality and condition (ii) of Definition 1.1 (the Z-set unknotting theorem) are local properties, that is if they hold locally then they hold globally as well.
The goal of this note is to present a complete and self-contained proof of the fact that the existence of a model space for Hilbert type compacta (Hilbert type spaces) implies the characterization theorem which says that every two Hilbert type compacta (spaces) are homeomorphic. These results, first proved by Toruńczyk [13, 14, 15] , are widely known and were applied in diverse settings. They also inspired the characterization results of the universal Menger spaces by Bestvina [4] and the recent work on Nöbeling spaces [1, 2, 3] , [12] , [8, 9] .
One would probably expect that our abstract approach will make the proofs longer and more complicated and we were surprised to find out that this approach can considerably shorten and simplify the proofs despite that we use already known techniques and ideas. This was mainly achieved by carefully analyzing existing proofs, extracting essential parts, avoiding unnecessary repetitions, splitting the proofs into short parts and sometimes reversing the historical order of the results. For example, we simplified the proof of Miller's cell-like resolution theorem [11] by using techniques introduced later for proving the characterization theorems.
It was known before the characterization theorems were proved that model spaces for Hilbert type compacta and Hilbert type spaces exist (for example Hilbert cube and Hilbert space respectively). One of the features of our approach is that we never work with a particular realization of a model space, we don't even assume that the Hilbert cube Q is a model space for Hilbert type compacta. Although in the compact case we are able to detect on a relatively early stage of the proof that if a model space exists it must be homeomorphic to Q, in the non-compact case we can pretend not to know what a model space looks like until the characterization is proved.
Preliminaries
We assume that the reader is familiar with general facts regarding AR's, Hilbert type compacta and Hilbert type spaces, cell-like maps etc. Most of the necessary information can be found in [10, § §7. 1-7.3] . See also Chapman [6] and Edwards [7] . Earlier simplifications of the Toruńczyk's proofs can be found in [5] and [16] .
Let f : X −→ Y be a proper map and let A a closed subset of Y . By X ∪ f A we denote the quotient space of X obtained by collapsing the fibers over A to singletons. As usual, for a proper surjection f : X −→ Y , we let M(f ) denote the mapping cylinder of f , that is, M(f ) is obtained from X × [0, 1] by replacing X × {1} by Y . We usually let π Y : M(f ) −→ Y denote the projection. If f : X → Y and A ⊂ Y then we say that f is one-to-one over A if the restriction of f to f −1 (A) is one-to-one. The following result displays a technique for proving the existence of a homeomorphism between an M(f ) and the range of f that is known as 'the Edwards trick'. X (U X ) between the graphs of t i+2 and t i for i ∈ N.
Assume that α and β are chosen as in the premise of the proposition with β U Y -close to π Y . Then one can find infinite sequence of continuous functions s i : X −→ (0, 1) (i ∈ N) with s i+1 (a) < s i (a) and lim i→∞ s i (a) = 0 for every a ∈ X with the following properties. For every a ∈ X, s i+1 (a) < s i (a) and lim i→∞ s i (a) = 0 and for every fiber F of β that is not a singleton in X × {0} we have that F lies in between the graphs of s i+2 and s i for some i ∈ N if F intersects the closed region below the graph of s 2 ; F lies above the graph of s 3 if F intersects the closed region above the graph of s 2 and π X (F ) is contained in an element of U X if F intersects the closed region below the graph of s 1 .
Put t 0 (a) = s 0 (a) = 1 for each a ∈ X. Consider the homeomorphism ψ :
Recall that α is a near homeomorphism and π Y = β • α. Then α can be approximated by a homeomorphism Φ such that α • Φ −1 is so close to the identity map of M(f ) that the fibers of
Clearly, if β and Φ are sufficiently close to π Y and α respectively then π Y • Φ −1 • Ψ is close to π Y and the proposition follows from Bing's shrinking criterion.
Topological characterization of the Hilbert Cube
Everywhere in this section 'model space' means 'model space for Hilbert type compacta'. We will show that the existence of a model space implies the characterization of Hilbert type compacta.
Proof. Fix ε > 0 and let U be an open ε-cover of Y and Ω the ε-neighborhood of Z. Using that f is a fine homotopy equivalence, we lift f restricted to Z to a Z-embedding
is of diameter less than ε for every a ∈ A and φ is homotopic to the identity map of Z by a homotopy controlled by f −1 (U ) and supported by Ω. Then, by Definition 1.1, φ extends to a homeomorphism Φ : H −→ H controlled by f −1 (U ) and supported by Ω. Hence Bing's shrinking criterion implies that π is a near homeomorphism. Then, since Proof. We aim to use Proposition 2.1. Since Y is a Hilbert type compactum and f is a nice map we conclude that π Y restricted to H × {0} can be arbitrarily closely approximated by an embedding g : 
In addition, by Definition 1.1 and Corollary 3.2 we can replace h by its composition with a homeomorphism of M(f ) sending H × {0} to h −1 (A). Hence we may assume that h sends
the maps π Y and β are as close as we wish. Thus Proposition 2.1 applies. Now consider the general case. Recall that H ≈ H ×Q and f ×id : H ×Q −→ Y ×Q is a nice map, because Q is a Hilbert type compactum. Then f × id is a near homeomorphism and hence Y × Q ≈ H. Note that the projections H × Q −→ H and Y × Q −→ Y are nice maps and therefore they are also near homeomorphisms. All this implies that f is a near homeomorphism.
Theorem 3.5. Any compact AR is a cell-like image of any model space.
We will prove this theorem in the next section. Theorems Theorem 3.4 and Theorem 3.5 immediately imply the characterization theorem for Hilbert type compacta.
Cell-like Resolution
In this section we prove Theorem 3.5. For its proof we need the following auxiliary propositions and constructions. Recall that a model space means a model space for Hilbert type compacta.
Proposition 4.1. Let H be a model space, X a Z-set in H and f : X −→ H any map. Then f extends to a cell-like map H −→ H.
Proof. Let us first consider the case when f (X) is a Z-set. By the Z-set unknotting theorem we may assume that X and f (X) are disjoint. Take any Z-set A ⊂ H such that A is an AR, f (X) Φ(x, t) = (x, t) for x ∈ H and 0 ≤ t < 1/2. Then Φ is the required cell-like map.
Let H be a model space. We say that a retraction r : H −→ A is a convenient retraction if E(r) is homeomorphic to H. Note that if H is a model space and r : H −→ A is any retraction then the induced retraction r × id : H × Q −→ A × Q is a convenient retraction because E(r×id) = E(r)×Q is a Hilbert type compactum and because, by Proposition 4.2, E(r × id) admits a cell-like map from H and this map is a near homeomorphism by Theorem 3.4.
Let r : H −→ A be a retraction. By the telescope M(r, n) of n mapping cylinders of r we mean the union M(r, n) = M 1 (r) ∪ · · · ∪ M n (r) where M i (r) is the mapping cylinder of r over the interval [ In a similar way we define the infinite telescope M(r, ∞) = M n −→ R + be the A-projection and the R-projection of M n . We are going to construct a cell like map
n , st(E n+1 ) refines E n and every set of E n can be homotoped to a point inside a set of diam < 1/2 n . By Proposition 4.3 take a homeomorphism ψ 
2 n ] for every m ≥ n. Thus we have that the sequences of maps {φ 
We will show that φ is cell-like. Take x = (a, t) ∈ A × R + and let F = φ −1 (x). Fix n and note that ψ 
Topological characterization of Hilbert Space
The results of the previous sections were intentionally presented in such a way that they apply with minor clarifications for the characterization of Hilbert type spaces. In this section we describe the adjustments in the proofs needed in the non-compact setting. Everywhere we replace Hilbert type compacta by Hilbert type spaces, a model space will mean a model space for the Hilbert type spaces and a cell-like map will mean a proper celllike map. Almost all the proofs in Sections 3 and 4 will work in the non-compact setting with obvious trivial adjustments. So we will point out only those places that require clarifications. Section 3. Nice Maps. The property that for a map f : X −→ Y the induced map f ×id : X ×Q −→ Y × Q is nice remains true for non-compact spaces X and Y provided f is proper. Indeed, one can easily show that any proper map g = (g Y , g Q ) : X −→ Y × Q can be arbitrarily closely approximated by (*) a map
Note that the maps g ′ in (*) and (**) are proper (and hence closed) since g ′ Y = g Y and g is proper. Thus, by (**), the identity map of Y ×Q can be arbitrarily closely approximated by a closed embedding g ′ :
and hence, by (*), B is a Z-set in X × Q. Thus f × id is nice. Theorem 3.5. The phrase compact AR should be replaced by the phrase Hilbert type space. The proof of this theorem is considered below (clarifications to section 4). Section 4. In Section 4 we need to consider only proper maps and retractions and everywhere assume that A is a Hilbert type space. Proper retractions. A proper retraction to a Hilbert type space A always exists. Indeed, let A ⊂ X be a closed subset of a complete space X. Note that A × [0, 1] is also a Hilbert type space with A × {0} being a Z-set in A × [0, 1]. Then the identity map A −→ A × {0} extends to a Z-embedding f : X −→ A × [0, 1] and f followed by the projection of A × [0, 1] to A provides a proper retraction from X to A. Convenient retractions. The property that a retraction r : H −→ A from a model space H to A ⊂ H induces a convenient retraction r × id : H × Q −→ A × Q remains true for non-compact spaces provided r is proper. Indeed, by Proposition 4.2, there is a proper cell-like map f : H −→ E(r × id). In order to show that E(r × id) is homeomorphic to H, it is enough to show, by Theorem 3.4 , that E(r × id) is strongly universal. Take any map g : X −→ E(r × id) from a complete space X. Since f is a fine homotopy equivalence and H is a Hilbert type space we can lift g to a closed embedding h : X −→ H so that f • h is arbitrarily close to g. Note that E(r × id) = E(r) × Q. Then by (**) there is an arbitrarily close approximation of f by a closed embedding f ′ : H −→ E(r × id) and the closed embedding f ′ • h : X −→ E(r × id) witnesses the strong universality of E(r × id). witnesses that π is a near homeomorphism. Remark. It is also possible to adjust Sections 3 and 4 for the non-compact setting by replacing cell-like maps by fine homotopy equivalences. This approach is more general but it requires more clarifications.
